nd

Monday 22 February

English
Spellings Wk24
Novel: The Boy Who
Fooled the World
Chapter 12
Summary in copy
(remember to take a
list of key words down
as you are reading
your summary to
focus your writing.
This can be uploaded
along with the chapter
summary).

Gaeilge
Litriú (posted to
seesaw in the usual
way)
Lasracha: lch 25
(Tutorial to
accompany work
uploaded to seesaw)

Maths
Tables:
Divided by 8(posted to
seesaw in the usual
way)
Mental Maths:
Monday
(mental maths
+answers will be
posted each day
before 3pm where
students can selfcorrect and give
themselves a mark out
of 20. Feel free to
post results to me on
seesaw!)

Quiz on chapters read
to take place on zoom
lesson.

The chapter this week
is a “look back”
chapter and is revision
of previous work done
by students. Students
should be able to
complete this chapter
without tutorials.
Remember I am here
to help should you
need it! Good luck!
Mathemagic 4:
Pg67
Mathemagic 5:
Pg 65

Tuesday 23rd February

Spellings

Litriú

Novel: The Boy Who
Fooled the World
Chapter 13

Lasracha: lch 26

Tables:
Divided by 7
Mental Maths:
Tuesday

Summary in copy

Mathemagic 4:
Pg68
Mathemagic 5:
Pg 66

Wednesday 24th
February

Spellings

Litriú

Grammar: Treasury
Lasracha: lch27
page 9 “Using Words”
(page will be added to
seesaw as an activity)
Full sentences must be
written into copies.

Mental Maths:
Wednesday
Tables:
Divided by 7
Mathemagic 4:
Pg 69
Mathemagic 5:
Pg 67

Thursday 25th
February

Genre writing :
Recount writing:
4th class: pg 28+29

Lasracha: lch 28

Tables:
Divided by 7

5th class: pg 26+27
Pages will be posted
to seesaw. Answers
can be written into
copies.

Friday 26th February

Mental Maths:
Thursday

Mathemagic 4:
Pg 70 1-8
Mathemagic 5:
Pg 68 1-10

Spellings test on zoom
call

Scrúdú litriú ar zoom

Spell well week 24
exercises

Focail nua: cuir in
abairt:
Ó bhun go barr

Mental Maths: Friday
review
Mathemagic 4:
Pg 70 9-15
Mathemagic 5:
Pg 68 11-20

Soiléir
duais

Put words into
sentence. It’s a good
idea to note the
translation of the
words as you are

Tables test

going through your
daily reading.
Read through the lesson for this week’s BFGTEU all about signs and symbols. Reflect on the
following questions and share your thoughts:
Think about a day in Ireland when you dress up and celebrate Ireland.
Can you think of any symbols that other nationalities might associate with Ireland?
Using the clues on slide 3, match the EU symbols to the clues appropriately.
You will need to research the following questions:
Name any member country of the EU that does not use the Euro currency.
What is special about the euro coins? Have you ever seen any other versions of them other than
Irish?

